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The most radical of aI/ forces in the world is TRUTH 
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"Societ ies have always been shaped 
more by the nature of .the media »y whicll 
men communicate thcin by the ,conte'nt of . 
. - / -
the cgmmunication." 







no longer are things communicated to -us 
"'- ~- - \ 
sole~y through one channel. No longer is it 
purely ~ content which communicates ,tb 
us ao. understanding."l"he. medium has be- ,-z.. ' r ~ , 
.come the message. It is not "what" is sai~ 
by which we understand, ratherJt is "how" 
something is s~id. For example, iCt thi~ . 
issue you will find an articre- on media in 
which we have attempted . to extend the 
scope .of the magazine as a medium.. Since ' 
--the mainstay of the magazine m~dia is 
pictures and prj nted words, w.e have at-· 
-, . . . f 
~ tempted-to " explore ~' this media by-extend- '. 
iflg its potential to the limit. In the"artic! e ~ . 
-on -media, the wor,d "ttirust" is used. The '--, 
definitIon of this word is a sudden rushing 
'\ movement toward something. Taking this 
into Iconsideration we have att",pted to 
'-. visualize the word by~placif!g it en a page \ 
I~ by Jtself and enlarging ' it to ~ gigantic de- ~~r 
I -gree. \Thu~ you not qnly think ~otthe mean-
. ing of the word "thrust," you alSO see it 
c;. thrust at you. This i,s a simple explanation 
of expanding a mee LUrh ., S6 what happens 
then is that it is not the ' word in itself by 
~ich you understand, but the media (that 
is, what was done to. the word as a printed 
word) which enables understanding. By 
'. ex·pan/ding the printed word we have e'n- ~ 
- I a fged ~your fexper:ience to ' involve you 
rather than simply place the word before 
you. Our expanding, the magazine's poten-
' ti.al is what , media e~perts call "cold" 
medium, that is, one -in which little direct 
participation is required. Televisio~ is a 
"cold': ' medium, but - rad[o is a ';hot'" 
: ~ , medium 0 because yo~u,,.hear the voice, but '-
,you are' required, as in readirlg a book, to 
'participate throLigh CQl)scious process. , { - , ;:.-With this issue, the fioretti attemyts to 
Perhaps, the clearest difference between explore its-potentjal as aflledium. W.e are in 








2 \ _ r 
a "consclous participation: while tt}eother ~, !ight to dark wfHch creates-the depth, even 
merely requires you to be involved, alrow- though some normal ' artistic perspective 
ing your unconscious self to "particij:fate." devices use.d iri painting are 'employed. 
, -' ~A misunderstanding may ':'arisehere wittl Howeyer r teleVIsion is a complex m~ium i • 
a' question Such as "if-1-~V~ is \a "cold" and t~ try to understaryd wh~t was an at- ~ 
mediJm, that is, I do not consciously' parti-l." ter,npted explanation could be fru~trating. \ 
( cipate, then why do I fihd myself trying to' An easier example is the alphabet. As 
u_nderstand what ~is happening ,inthe9,r~a ctJJLdr:el"l we unponscieuslyabsorb the, al-
I:"am watching?" The answer is simple, b'ut ' phabet because when we look at a ~eries '-
no! necessatrily understood. n, televisJon -=:of retter~, we no longer see the alphabet, 
what one finds himself consciously in- we see the word that is spelled. This is 
volved in is th{ content of -the medium, because the alphabet as tile medium is 
namely the drama 'or the, piyture th_at is , uncons~iously affecti,ng US, but~we only se1 
before the viewer. The content is like r~a9- the content, the word. ' ~ 
ing a book. It simply requir~~ linear pro-
gression, that is, norjnal \drar(latic rise and / Thl"Oughout thjs magazine you: will see ' 
, '\ fall. However, ~t ,'is ' the medium which is many attempts at alloWi'lg you to not enly 
unconsci()usly yvorking on your ~rain. What read this magazine, 'but to ' participate in, it. 
' you are looking at, or r,ather what you are' For - the times are ~hanging and we no 
, unconsciously observing is the light and longer are involved with understanding in 
. dar-k'~-areaS=- of the screen, the shifting of tDe old methods" th~t is,,by placing syrpbols 
-Jhes~ areas arid the £ontinotJs Pho~phor-> and linear progression's b~fore ~u_s. We are 
' ous sequence vyhich is bei~g patterned now reaching an age where everything 
In your mind. It->'appears as if what you see becomes exper~er{cey whjch ofl1he surface 
has dep{h, but actually a television ~.c!een seep1s e ither", boring or con'fused, but 









~Jniling(at each other tn the dark 
but you can't see a smile in the dark 
'hands \ I. l ' 
/- reaching out to each other 
I-touching 
afraid just a little 'blt 
toomuch - ' , / ( 
0'1\ knowing what they might mesn 
to each other "- ) ',,-
parting ' 
and -, \ 
, (', ' ' ) 


















richard p. gardner , ~ 





the road to-Emmaus 
- say to those who are Ir;ghtened:' 
\ ' 
be strong, feaf. not! ~-
here is our God; he -comes to save us 
then wil( the eyes of the blind b!J open~d 
the ears of the deaf will be clea/ied 
streams will burst forth in the desert; • 
the ~urning saryds will become pools. 
a- ffTghway will be there, called the holy way 
it is for those with a journey to make. J 
- - Is. 35:4-9 
road 
wound round in shrouds brown amj brown 
sizzles beneath gun-rubbed skies 
winter skies i;breath-wa~rri weather 
walking in tomb-closed swelterings 
w~ turn to aim7nishing image-
Jerusalem! _ ,~ 
'. '--
crippled indigestioned city 
of corrupt cornered crap games. 
the dice have rolled Lord love' the loser! 
the golden city to conquer 
has turned mud since-conquered 
ana he has turned to dus( \ 
road 
on it we pass, my friend and J 
blind cyclops bumbling 
stumbling from the burden of unsaid 
') _ griefs and commented triv-ialities 
numbed of the inevitable ob/ivJon 
cat~ssing and cursing the beautifuUraitor. 
what prQmjsed glory we thought wesought 
gashed glory, smashed diamonds what we go-P 
splattered spat upon ghost of a god -, ... 
ha~ging dead with a/l our dreams round his head. 
',,~ " 
road 
racing remembrances raId us apart '-
strangers to al/ who walk the ribald rails 





















cracked and clrawn over sandals' and toes -c. 
until we are ~aware of thref!~ / 
in tne clept stillnes~of thle shifted afternoon. 
third third Cleophas and I ancLthird anll 
this presence ~comm_anding ' iengthened strides' 
, "- 0 0 • 
an embryonic,dawning of stability - Or _ \..--
. \ 
that challenges the mvteanswers of cold stone slabs -
bread is bread for anyonf hungry. 0 0' 
- I 0 
r oad ~ _ 
rainbowed ribbon of reddening sun - I" ' 
sigh of eventide screens our blatant fe/us 00' ( 
. of severing another enveloping life-cord 
but the accepted offer of a table share1 0 
soothes us and resurrects, a little, 
our Zealot., 
how could) we not remember anott!.er brol!en loaf? 
_ crumbs scattered on the table wood . 
like fragmented IT)an once communioned; 
healed wilh- his eye~, wholed in his hands 
he is here -
here- to vanish a-nd yet remain \exaltingJ 
core-hard withLnour tim~~ss dayfffeak! ../ 
road _ 
transformed tran-smuted into Jiving '-
we sing-an earth: spreading lunatic song 
' e£ldlesslyembraced by t,he-garlanded crucifiecr 
/- we turn (0 goldft." image- J -
Jerusalem! /1 
windirlg a million years before u~ / '-, 
\ 
owesgVle tu_the multitudes 01 many-masked fac6$ / -=---
we pray-to see. ' '",,~ 
salaam a/eikum sa/~am aleikum!- ,--_ 
) r 
/ 
I... -\ .,1 
, .J 
- I 
r ~ J ) 0 j - , 
/ 
r Suzanne Harding 
/ 





, AU the peogJe 
-/ .-i.',>. 
, """l. ';' .. -\. • ;~- ,~~ 
r all the' people sat in the walting room. the~music 'was 
coming from polished-looking sp~akers ,in .the walls aDd t.fle 
, girkin the corner ,by the-clock closed her eyes and swayed 
-0, .'Jo- the beat' and the flow, almost imperceptibly, b~ac~ and ~­
foUh. ang the bald m'an with the smokey faded co,at read a 
Sports Illustrated; unintenUy. the little bOY \next.tdth~ bald ~ 
man popped his pubblegum and dreamed of space ships ---
. , ~ / 
a~d lulnch, 'while the dull ola-Iady witti ~orh gloves blew her 
nose. she had all11'ost blue-nair and /saggy over-rouged "-
cheeks and holy p'ictu!)es po,king Qut o'f her brantl-spanking- ./ , 
new patenY..)leather purse; sbe drdn't look at all happy, 
though, even- with'- her brand:spanking-ne'w--patent-Ieaiher 
, ~ - /- I f-
purse close besidej:ler. a girl with acne and, bro\iVnsoft eyes 
fingered her hair, im{aginiilg someone ·with 'a Prince Charm-
r ing face and hands running his fjngers through it, and then 
'r ' shecol..Jghed, ,? laryngiJjs_ sort of sound, and pl:JJled_ out 
, -r a,nother Vicks Gough Drop. a man i~ hjs late twenties, with ' 
, the original ) Pr-ince Charmihg"Body, stare9 at the g'irl in ~he ' 
corner -and 'wondered what l.. a luscious body like that was 
, doing in the middle of am-otley ,crew 'like this.~right iri th~ 
) 
-'" 
, middl.e '-O·f mentally undres~slng her,\ he Sneezed, twice, felt 
embarassed_,. and asked· :the grouchy broad a~ the desk 
~here the '1ohn was. he came back, rather quickl>,. in the ( 
m'ean(ime two housewifes, 'one a famous author, gOing., to ' ,'\ _ 
~ the docter incognito, chattered \aRout:?ba~by fO,od and As the I ~ 
World Turns, and a/third one started to 'doze 'off q~ite a_few 
'times, and Ijolted awake every time, swayed back and forth " 
, to ~the rhythm of the u'nhoty canned musi-e, and)she ro§e as 
her te'ars fell, ' and walked 1 with dazed but measured -p,ace 
~ / "-':: ...... . '--..... ..... 
arpund_, the room, as ea-ch stop thinking OJ not thinking to '-, <:' 
, watch ~er. -?nd she , slowly hug,ged everyone, hard, except 
the bald man, whom she , kissed on ' a sroJny,. &po.t, twice. 
























j , /' 
~ "Something is happening, but you don 't know what it is, 
\ do you, Mister Jones?" ) 
'\ - -J~ob Dylan 
. \ 
Something is happening and people don 't know / 
what it is. Bob Dylan is right. 'Never in the history 01-













up . .1 O~ US .as this. 
- / 
The Medium Is the Massage by 






Ours is a brand new world of allatonceness. " Time" has 
ceased, "space" has va'!lshed. We now live in a global 
.. village .. . a simultan,eous happening. 
a simultaneous ,-happening. 
\ 
Marshall- McLuhan is right. Ne longer are we able 
to hide-to become, as it were, hermi~s. Electric 
technology has changed all of this. Man is no 
longer a simple human being with five l imited 
senses; the age of technology has e --· x - t - e - n ~-
/. d - e - d them. We now exist with everyt hing aFQund 
l -
! 







" All media~ are extensions of 
some human facult~-'psyche or 
physical" 











at us, as if it happened on the very Street 'we live. 
Our visual, aural, oral, touch and smail have all 
b~come e - x - t - e - n - d - e - d, br ea ki ng the 
I I boundrJesl I p f both time and space. No long.er 
are we limited. 
.- . ) 
, I 
1/ 
) 9 _ . i 
-The book/' is an 'extension of the 
\ 







e radio /is an extension of I 
the ear; f 
/ 
r' -
circuitry is an exle __ - -
sion 01-speech~ touch and smell 
l(Jcuities. 
\ , \ 
1" 
( 
~ \ \. 1-0 
Nothing is untouched - even the brain is atta~keq 
by t~levisi9n, th'e iCOA_ 00 0ur thoughts. ' ~esides 
e, -x - t - e -, n - d ~L':"../n - g our sense faculfies, 
eleS!ric technology ( b{l$ \ a~so' made "mandatory" 
that ev~rybody adjust to, the vast global env~on­
ment as if it, were his little home t-own." We have 
been forced to become involved an'd responsible 
for"each other. Priv.acy is a dated wdiO. We can no 
10rl\ger ...... · - I -' /, 
IGNORE .../ . 
"- . 
- the world around us. For i'nstance, ityye, ~ommit 
som~e/Grime, ifis flashed arou~d the state by radio 
," C I 
and T.V.; everyone knows about it! Already several 
defense lawyers in the trial of Sirhan ·Si rhan .are 
questi'ening wh.ether ' he could get a fair Jrial be': 
cause' everyone in the country, either through radio 
T<,V., or toe Press knolJVs ,about him, and because 
of the emotion felt over the assassination of Robert-
KEmned~ the mass p6blic<" is' biaseg against ' the _____. 
, accused~ killer..-This ; is th-e effect that media has 
upon the world. No lon,ger can China hide the fact ,J. . 
, of revolution ,with~,n their own country. T.V ., Press 
and radio spread what is really happening., (In fact 
1'1 >. "_, • 
j; it was interc~pted telev:isi9n signafs , which, 'con-
e. " firmed the revolt) , ~ 
---- But this is not to say that, the effecfs effects , ./ 
/ ... , os--








/' effects ", ~effecls 
of electrjc technology are necessarily always good): 
-(or bad, depending on your poinf of view). When a 
radio station carried OrspnitVelis' version of H.-G: , 
Wells ' The War of the Worlds , people in the..recep-





/' tiVe area thoughJ there actually was an invasion! ~ 
p'aniG ensued. This type of communication is e,x-
tremely harmful tq l1lankind-:" (Under:.statement.) 
Thus it - is that) with the electric age comes ' over-
loadea resporisiblity. 'We h-ave to be careful of our ' 
./ every action for the age we live in ~i~ ' li lke C! ~.~~ 
fusssssssssssss'sed stick of dynamite, Since we ~ 
still live in a worl<t9f national'ism, and technology 
has /appeared so fast 1hat we have not as "yet re-
, t· adjusted-to .this new~respdhsibility, ~the-· . \: 
/ 
" 
11 '. ,: ... 
~ .... ." '-







" Humanity ~st perforce prey on 
itself like monsters of the d~ep." ;' 
. ;::: King Lear 
/ n our necks. If the United States 
- d-oes something to offend Russia. it is '--impossible_. \. 
beca~se of electrjd technology. to hide the 9ffen~e. 
and Russia mighf easily-retaHate. No longer is one 
~ - 7 
country ~abte to act behiod- the:: bacKs of anotHer 
. i - t , , 
country. The - -( 
THREAT 
( 
1_ o'f World War ,III is easily within (our~ grasp. 











-;::: . ' . . ' ;.-' 
triC age, understand and appreciate tti~IS 
THREAT f 
'-- '\ '---.; ? 
much more tha'1 older adults. This older generation 
was trained and responds to thingsjn the way the ' 
mec-hanical age taught them. They know Th~ 





of anfhilation is there, but feel ifi~ not as'great as ._ 
youth thinks bec~use they respond in the ways.they ' 
were'- trained, namery-, the ways-of mechanization. . 
.-Their understanding and psychological response 
is s ilo w e r than wtlat o~ f t~ch'nology deman8s, It 
is like the child learning speed reading with· instant-
flash~sofwords which _ he must learntore~ognize-
instantane9~sly. '" \ ~ >-. \ I - . . 










The Medium Is the Massage b~ 
Marshall Mc~uhan (p 100) 
us instantaneously and not as situations and w~ 
mLlst try to synthesize these separate bits -and 
p ieces into one-related-/ dea., Our ability - to' ex-
perience directly i s stifled, and we become pm-
~g rammed robots, able to cope with -any situation 
after a quick Gompu'tatiqn. Yet what YQuth desire 
- in the 1960's is experience- direct experience. 
\" / New't~cMno logy demands experience f ~om ev~ry­
one. We must carry into whatever wege"! involved 
(which is e'veryt~i ng) , a desire fo~, experience. This 
is whY the generat ion 'gap occur,s. The older gen-
eration does not understand that electric tech-
nology has reversJi~d the ~~®~ ---
\,.J a~a.Jsap 
of experience. Instead of receiving meaning from 
what we experience, we must place it in that/ ex-
~ perience. Musfc demands this; art, films and tele-
vision demands this. The world is changing. It is 
reorienting itself to man in a new way. We are now · 
able to give mean(ng to ourselves ; our value~ 






-Today, after mor~' than a century of electric fechnole,gy,_ we 
have extended, our central nervous system itself in a global 
embrace, abolishing both space and time as far as our 
planet ;s concerned. Rapidly, we approach the final ph~se 
of/the extensions of' man ..... the technological stimulation of 
consciousness, when the creative process of knowing will 
be collectively and corporately extended to the whole of 
Undt;rstanding Media by Marshall 
McLuhan (p 3) 
' human society, much as we already have extended our 
. senses and OUT nerves by the various f!1edia. 
J 
(I J ') . )" 
,This iS,what is happening to communications. Our 
consciousness is being stimulated. In the late 
twentieth century this has- become" more evident 
than ever before. We are in the Tfdst of revolution; 
~ revblution of our whole selves. Th.is a-t-t-a)-c-k 
on our Gonsciousness isJinally happening. We! are ./ 
being' forced ~o bring meal(ling into/ experience.; to 
exper~nce ·rather Jhan , know. We must create an 
understanding \rather than a_ knowledge ' of ex- " 
perience. This '-is why modem music is!n revolt; 
.-' ,why cinema and T.V. are in ,:evolt. No -longer do we 
,see films constructed as no~els. That is, a plot 
wh jch, we "read .. " We now see fi I ms such as 
/,>-B !Ow<.uP, PersQna and La Chinoise being created. 
The~e films can no longer be understood ip the r'llid 
. ) 
way. The couple who comes 6ut of a movie house 
saying,,- "What ' did- it .mean?" no long/er . uhder- " ">.. 
- stands. Rather we should be sayi'6g that a film 
experienced us: "I was able to see value in i:fbe- '\ 
/ . 
r- cause the' v·alue was my own. " "-
/ 
"T-Il'e Movies Will Save Thetn-
selves" 
Ir a recent essay in Esquire magazine, Robert 
Benton and David '-Newman, thee screenwriters of ' 
Bonnie and Clyde stated, "But now, !IJ~ st~dents 
are responding with real fervor to works of art (and 
movies most otten) only when they can so~ehow 
I 
/ - Esquire (Oct. , 1968) . 
relatethe movies to their own outside experiences, 
life .. They bring outside interpretations to films or 
I) fqrce filmS- to correspo~d with preconceived no-
tions arid then if-they seem to worK, they dig the 
movie." And 1his is true. In La Chinoise, Jean-Luc 
. Godard, quring the cour'se or tha-film, showed the 












fnsistiog on what we 'S~E3, that this i~ not reaJity but 
merely an imitation of reality. 'Reality~is thec~amera. 
Ib Persona Ingmar Bergman at the end shows the 
film runnin,g 'off the' reel that the audience just ~aw. 
Earlier~ he had shown the film burn up as if the -, 
,light fgHl:J the projector had done it. ~gaiA, like , ' 
Godard insisting thatitis n'ot real~hat the mediu.:m / 
is the message and not the cont~nt. 
The . revolution 'is also/ taking place iA the other 
media arts. In music as in m.ms it is most evident. \ 
We are now wi,tnessing ' cJ~taclysmi-c sounds of 
. \ . 
electric mU'sic. " Acid" -tack is total involveme,nt. 
e I 
Youth are experiencing these sounds and it is they 
, who give it meaning.·This is, .Qerhaps., wh,y the older 
'generation are speaki ng the truth when they claim 
they do not understand' The Bgatles o'r Ji,mi Hendrix 
as anyth ing more than "so unds.-~ To the~m it< i'S 
simply " noise," but to youn,g people it is experi : . 
ence. It is to be listened to and not di sse c ted _ . l.. --
tor meaning o r message. T-be message is the 
medium. Thi-s is true of symphonic forms or any ' 
J \ ..! 
music., For yea-rs children were tau'ght that eve!~ 
measure, .every b~sit me~nt Isomething. ' Just as 
when po~t ry was t?ught in~ .b igh school'-with,he~ 
idea that it all meant something. A ~Iush image of;--
. daffodils: for example, may nave meant that it is .~ 
/- , " 
about a boy's enjoyment of a girl 's yellov~diair. : So-
too, m/usic was taught with the idea that everything ,..-
°meant something. Th'is is what h.appened with the ' 
B~atles ' Yef.low' Submarine. 'Some said it was abou.t .-l 
their rise to fame (sea of green = money), or about \.,' 
a Nembutal Pill. It \doesn't- matter- music is .for 
j 
" . . . words employed sh~1I be such 
as convey to the reader the-mean-
iog' of the writer. " 
"-. " ' Thomas M,acCaulay 
/ 
l ist.ening not for knovying. Electronic music enters 
at (his point. We : have to experience electronic 
, 'r 
~ " Everything we do is music." 




r;nusic- not understand 'some hi~den meaning in 
. the "synthesi2(ed" sounds. John Cage was rigtV 
when he says everything is'mus} c. Electronic mu~ic 
emp-loys - sirence ~. -' - as an integral parf 
of the music. The silen.ce . . is the 
",' music ahd .not just an -inbetwee~- thing. ""'~ 
- Art (was aff~cted ,early in the century by electdc 
technolqgy. t$i'ncelhe new age oft.echnology s~eks~ 
to ex'perience things totally, art tried to fol!owthis 




When asked why §he liked Picas-
so 's paintings , Gertru de Stein 
answered: '" like to look at them." 
..1, 
15 
All of these movements are reflections of elec-
-=- trictechnology. They _are examples of:-what nap-
·pens when time and space is transgressed. These 
movements are now involv ing our very con~c iou~­
ness. This is the revolution\of the decade. However, 
we are now at a point where we no longer are re-
quired to be conscious of what 'ife experience. 
The revolution whi~h was visible has now become 
invisible. The Broadway play, Hair: An American 
'I Tribal Love-rock ' Musical, is merely a celebration 
rather than aplay~ We are required to " groove" with / 
the dramatic action and lnot attempt to understand 
why the people 'on stage do th.is or that. The play 
extended this celebration to th~ audien'ce by hav- -
ing the " actors" comedoym into the ~udieF1.ce and 
talk to them. "How do yo:u like -the musical sofar?" 
They ask, seeking to involve you in the ce-Iebration. 
The non-reality of the stage rs merging into the 
reality of the audience, becoming one conscious-
ness. This is the visible revolution. 
Carl Orff, the noted German con-
tempor~ry composer, has refused 
to accept as a student any but .!.he 
\ preschool child -the child whose 
spontaneous ~sense percept i o~ 
have' not yet been channeled by 
fo rmal , literary~ visual prejudices. 
"A play in perfor~ance is a series 
of Impressions, little dabs, one 
after the other, fragments of infor-
mationor feeling in a sequenc~­
which stirs the audience's per-
ceptions. " 
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"And the Damned Ship Just Sat 
. --7" ~-
There Like a McCar:ttfy Button 
Waiting t() Be Dug" tiy' William 
Kloman. Reprinted from\ th.e New 






Motive (Jan., 1969) 
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Peter Weiss~ Mara(/Sade~ is(also a visible revolufion. 
'- '-'t attacks th'~ c'onsci9us self. We are ~qul're(tic5 ",b,e / 
"<;9ns~jou~ 9·f th\e act~on on stage.(But wi!h th~ film. 
2001: A Space Odyssey, this l7evolutiQ,n moves. 
"'- . '" ..-..,;./;/ "'- \ 
\ below the level of our c,onscious beings. , --: 
.~ '-. ",":S 
'-J c.' 
"--per'1aps " the. final . g!6ritica tlt?n of the visible revolutio~, 
Stanley 'Kubrick'~ .200f: (A Spa~e9dy.ssey, howeve..r, is a 
film that haS'made the jump. : . Masked as a st;lenc.e-fiction 
thriller (ieviewers who fOO(c itat face value, found it boring),' 
'. . • \ ,~..C/ . 
Space Odyssey is, in fact, a(deeplY subversive film' . "" What 
/ the film subverts~re a'il the familiar categories ~fspace 
~nd time, our habit of line~r-$eqll..ential p'ereeptibn ~n'i; 'our \ 
painful!! cra,mped concept of t!Je erC!tic. In)his !~spect,_ the 
.... s!ory -line is incidental-:- It could..;have. easily been about ,~ 
racing drivers or the Trojan War. _ . «r 
I -
-' The story~ lIne is not important. We merely experi--. - - . 
• 1 •. " 1 
E?n~e the.,movie. Thi~ is yvhy one /sat thsough lonnn~ . 
~'nnnnnnnnng S"cenessuch aSyYhen the Jupiter ship -





we, loo~ at the shipfrqm l1lan¥ ang:les. Tnisc was_'·."-
intentional say.s· William- KIDman itt his New' York 
Tim~~t aVticle; for .duringr the-,course. of the r;novier 
we " .. -~ su rrehder o,lrJrselves' to the 'form and are 
'able to experie~~"e the contoursr of the ship in '\ 
-\' ·motion. Natural \ "grQovers~ supply their own' mes-
- ~f .... sage. Concentration on a single. object: Mach;"ne ;..,,~ ~ ....... 
...... is ' ~beauty. Machine is s~x." ''Kubrick himset'f in a" 
f: 'ayboy mqgazine interview e~plained ~his-.work of -
<" 1 




" 1 "-.. ,.-.,--=--' '.:::;,,-- , .... 
, " 2001 is a non-verbal experien~e; out of two hours and ni,;e-
" l r.,,: 
teen minu.tes of film, there are ~nly a little less than forty 
minutes of dialogue. I tried to create a visual experience, on~ 
that ,bypasses verb~/ized~pigeonholing and . direcUy pene'- : r 
trates~the subconscious vIIith an emotional and. philosophic 
content: To~convolute Mcl.uhan; "in 2001 , -the message is the 
m~dium. I\.intended t/Je film to be an intensely subjec·tive 
experie!'ce 'Jhat re~iJf~s the viewer at the inner level of 
; consciousness;-just as m"usic does, to explain a Beethovan . 
. symphon) would be t6 emasculate it by erecting an artificial ( ' 




An Intel)li~w with Stanley Kubrick 




Like poetry, 2001 is poetic in that it calls for ex- . 
peIiencing, not understand-ing. The understanding 
is the experiencing. What we experience are, the 
shapes of things. For example, when the small 
craft from the Jupiter ~hip began to break into the 
atmosphere of Jupiter, it reminded one of-a gigan-
A tic microscopic view of a spermatoid b~eaking into-' , 
an ovum at the moment of .conception. Perhaps it 
was; perhaps for others it appeared as something 
else. This is what new emphasi~ on media is doing: 
allowing one to place what he "feels" into what he 
"sees." ) No longer do we rationalize to seek truth. 
"The truth of a thing is in the feel of it, not the think 
of it, " Stanley Kubrick says. This i~ why youth has 
revolted from its old ordered world. They want to 
"fee''' , oot\ "think" to understand TRUTH. The old 
"All-things are'in process al'ld noth-
ing stays still ... you could not step 
-- twice into the same river. 
) - Heraclitus 
\ 
world represents a f!;~ a distinct, a s epa rat e n e s s, but the new world 
----represents a floooooooooooooowwing, ~a u-n-i-
"Electric circuitry is Oriental izing 
the west." 
:"'McLuhan 
f-i-e-d, a \ 
When psycholog ists claimed that our mental proc-
ess floooooows in a streeeeeeaaammm-of-con-
'_ sciousness, little did they~ know that the world 
would become as 
consci.pusness- inform~tion f~ooQoooowing in a 
streeeeeaamm. 
"And the time will corne when you see we're all one, and life ;-
flows on within you and without you." 
- George Harrison 
"The WE;lst - shall 'shake the east 
awake . . . while ye have the night 
~ for morn . '~ 
\ -
-Finnigan's Wake 








The EIBell'Onie Poem ) I 
./ 
, lIIe lree ttllY, 
~ ..) 
Moving through'-spati~1 cr¥stalLi,ne formations, '-' seek you. 
My ~hicle is conf~r:nity and you are -a triple -exposure. 
B!e-ak' electric currents interfere with my movem'e,h~, \ 
Magnetizing, seducing 'me to the':;'; '.-;. 
: As ' j9.rasp the crystal f~rms~'. 1 am)lIudi'd by the,r facpde, 
Their implication of security.. _ / ~ 
I stroke your image ' ) 
';> , '-' -, 
I perceive the cool, abwpt surface, 
-Impotent of moisture and ,warmth, 
Ossified in ~oalition With time, 
The edifi~~· of non-essence. ' 




.r- -. /-, :, 
and thec hildten puncture red balloons, , 
.'> 
. ., 
yielding the collective blood of charity, __ 
\ ' . , 
'- /. darity --', 
'" r '\ . 
. and 'Mary k,sses mot.!!er, 
I , her ~heek markee;/-, by u'n-iqueness. 
,-~\ -
sons, mo~ns, mother, suns, Y, 
Monday is colored 
by the cool' nighi air, kissing yOJJr joy." \.--
Her body,. pink and soft-SN~P~Jhe image is certain 
/ ' • r 
An eternity has happened. " 
',"" { , 
....). The moment falters in time. 
Her hand sen.ses yours, 
/ -
S,ubtley graspinS/, softly questioning". , 
You, her supplement, clo,se, her ,body 
WITH TOMdRROWS. ,; , ' 
~ , 





. ~ ' ............. . - ... 
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- . " £' 
'subied;v;ty ;s my teacher and -it is kind 
. . ) 
cige ;s every)"ne's "eache,r and il is cruel 
,- , 
/ blow wind, blow J 
-tlie wind --bl;'ws the mirror bul ~he ' m~s"ed- p-'ering foce remains -unaware 
The-c.r;ssc'rollof wrinkles hidden by Ihe painter's hand ~ -~ ) 
Cupped about women 01- ag~ - -, ,--/ _; 
Hidden in a mir-age"'of nobility, . ; 7-, , 
Stea.ling a 9fmeralization. 
- y 
Her structure evodes his car.e l I 
-ond yout~w(j!"ed by"' / 
a n -d ,the -children_,cat~h b/a'des 'of 9r~ss -
s;ghing pity in the wi"nd. 
,_ ..J.' 9 irl meets9 ,irl ~eets ---girl '/ \ 
struggling lips ope;' ;n un;s-on screaming ') ;mmmmmmm,nmmmm-
uJ~have a-dress nice yours, yo.( re pre,Hy an~one/~ .. 
10m. Do you have a reason-for .-n -KICKS ~ 
Narcissus laughing' 
let 'this ~oment b-etray us. ) -- ) 
\ 
M~v;n9 th~ough spdt;al crystalline formati'ons, i have b~come' a v;;cuum., 
fnca.ed ion you.r)ecp,iI;biiu~- 'al.lghin9 ~ at my t;;ple ,exposure. -.><.J 
'1 ;You d id not "n",'w the beginnings. I am a ,;sponse .. ' . ~ / " ,I 
.J ' ' ) . \ 
~ .-
" and ~ the children p~nctur~~ balloons-
:: ' 10".9";ng reel tecirs ~ -'. . j 
And the. moi-herslsury the plastic piec.~, ashi med, tbeir cheet mar~ed by 
, --' -.- -,---
• ..J-- "un:;queness. 
)~ 
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M -cLuHANISM/ OR ~McLUHANACY? ~ 
. . ) / ____ I ( " 
- . . - ~I 
",' \ 
J )/f western man has been visual, ' 
I since circa 5th century, B.C., as Mc-
Luhan suggests, then the ramifi~~tions 
are ' moral as well as metaphysical. 
With the -invention of the alphabet, 
writing and print, vision has bec.orne\ 
the dominant mode of perceiving re- \ 
ality and values. ) f 
Knowing has been envisioned / in 
terms of sigtrt - witness the following 
references to -the mind: the ./ mind's 
eye, do' you' see (understand), picture 
if you -cal1, seein\g is \~elieving,the 
I ightof the intellect. Knowers are 
called 'visionaries or enlfghtened. 
Educated peopl~ are literate, i.e., can 
read. 
Reality is seen in terms of visio!,!. 
Sight focuses attention on thing$ 
rather than situations Of relationships 
between things. The visual perception 
of ,oW wOrld ;causes analyses of en-
vironments into their components, Thus 
man mechanizes his milieu. 
Writing creates ' a sequential mode 
of perceiving space, time) and reality. 
The a-I-P-"h-a-b"-e-t made \ the line the 
organizing princ!ple of< life. 'Man be- "-
comes hlstoricall~ conscious, sees bim~ 
self as evolving from stage to stage, 
and sees reality in terms of cause- __ 
effect, ifJhen, now-later, here-there.. 
reratio~ships. The· product is a New-
tonian world of absolute space and 




aYRuSSELL' HARGUS ( . 
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thing and everything has -a place. 
Object-things /' are represented by 
concept-thin'gs symbolized by word 
and/or picture-things. ' " 
The eyes have lids; attention is, 
f()cused; unity is soug,ht. Vision de-
mands unity in homogenous space and 
time and ultimately , "finds" un~ty in 
substances, things, and objects which 
serv~ as the occasion for a release of 
visual energy Jas ~n "seeing is believ-
ing:") . ~ 
;:: This attitud,e endures evel1 in the -= - . moral rearm. Moral and religious fig-
~ 
!i ures are--called "visionaries." Even 
:: valu~s in, sight culture become things. 
~ Values may be made .into things, e.g., 
~ 
I11III immaterial entities. Witness Plato's 
-= :: attempt to visualize the Forms not only 
=- of -Tree and Man birr also of Beauty, 
'-Justice, The Good._S,ocrates makes it 
quite evident that he is not looking 
for instances of justiGe~but for'justice 
~ itself, i.e., that whereby all things ~ 
that are just, are called j.ust. Secondly, 
values may be ' Iaentified _wjth things 
in which _ case n'atural law theories 
abound and things become --good- or 
bad in themselves. 
With the rise of and~-emphasis on 
the vi~ual mode of relating to ,the 
world, the demands for s-e-q .:u-e~n~c-e, 
togi~y scie-nce and observation be-
come1predominanL This\ is evidenced 
from ancient Greek culture to the 20th 
" 
5~ __ . ____ ~~ ____ ~ ______ ~_-'~ __ ~ ______________ ~ __________ ~ 
21 
century. Reality may be a complex"of " .../ 
things- (atomism)/" merely different in 
. Man nilonger has togo out to-get 
information (explosjon) but now r~­
cei.ves it in his home. The' ear is nary 
so crass as the eye tor it deals in soft: 
ware . (tnformafion) not haraware 
(things, product~ .-the assembly I-ine 
operates on the sequence principle 
and is visual). Perhaps it l s more than 
.s kind (horizontal} or it may have aver· 
~ tical structQre ranging from lower to 
! higher, e.g., the ancient and medieval _ ) 
. - conceptions of a graduated. universe 
- caused by or emanating from the One 
(Plotinus), Demiurg,1 {Plator, self-thinll·"-
ing thought (Aristotte), (God (Aquinas), 
Maintenance Man (Newton). The line, 
, whether vertical and horizontal, is still 
the organizational chart~for the bog of 
reality. / 
_ Visual culture is quite different t 
I from aural culture, which dominated 
primitive man's myth stage and which 
is now re-emerging in the global village 
through( our cosmic ears: the tele· 
graph, r~dio, T.V., telest~r. The ear tras 
not lids," does not focus attention on ' 
things . and~ pla~es, )but deals with a 
world of, simultaneous relationships. 
Sounds come from every which w~y"'::' 
above, below, in front, behind, inside, 
outside, etc. The ,ear perceives the en· 
vironment complexly and simultane· _ 
ously; if cannot and does not separate 
itsiJercepts into components. It deals 
with reality synthetically, not analyti· 
cally. Our cosmic ears no\y let us hear 
.. aroundlhe world and allow us t-o per· 
~ ceive it as allatonceness. raJher than 
Qi as fragmen-ted (visual). Simultaneity~ 
i" 
_ ~ becomes the. principle of life not se, 
~ quence. 'Space and -time are collapsed 
through oJr media'-s presence and 
functioning in every corner af the 
glnbe. 
j / 
~ a coi~cidence that aU the great reli· 
~ gions and value systems arose at the 
-' -5 time of man's aurality. It Seems that 
_ " '--.' .~ since vision has become dominant, 
00 new\ religions have"- only -bee; .minor 
g and logical derivations from major 
.....;f religions but no complete ana essen-
tial changes have oc{;ured, e.g., Angli= 
canism and Lutheranism as offshoots 
of Catholicism. Hinduism, H'uddhism, . 
ConfucianislT], Judaism and Christian· 
ity though/ sprang from au'ril ,-culture. 
. Christ was 'the Word, not the vision. He 
called men} o Be disciple~ ,and taught-
them by sermons~ John the Bap1tist , 
answered the. query, «Who are you?" 
with "I am the voice in the wilderness." 
Jud"aism ,- and- Christianity in, the Old ./ 
and ~ew Testaments ~otter pri[T1e ex· 
, amples of aural , culture. Try to find 
physical de,scriptions of the prophets " 
or) Christ - you find ' dialogJe insfead 
in the form of prayers and p~alms­
between man and God in conversations 
- "\ ~ 
between people and tribes. An im- / ') 
mediate a,nd striking question is 
whether and how have aural values 
)! been translated into visual ~ulture? 
.. --I 
"\ )Is something lost in the translation? . 
Is Kierkegaard right in calling for a 










_ Each day andttlef -
',- $wing \' -
/ A~' knocked down .. -:, -
Watching the periOulum 
-41 ~ Swi_ng ./ '( - -
On a mild afternoon ~ 
? Is comforting. -
-The -Sureness of 
~Time ' 
) The unce_"~inty . of i~s "-
Meaning .)" 
-The 'dizzinessrof the 
'Swi,ng ,'--
Is comfort_ing. ~ 
) At night-- - -~-
The silence~of the "-
Swing r 
r 
' Is lonely 
_ . Some .nights l 
:, ' Curse the tirtte ~r ~\ 
,Between the pegs .' 
The.pegs J m not sl.lrfi 
E~ist: ,"- ~\ '" 
But th~~ the pendulum 
''-'':Sw;ing~ again J 
Again~r ~wing ~th it 
--'And reach - " 
, .In the rh~hm-' 
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j-
i I' .,/ 
. ,,/ 
, J 
. .,/ . 
r /-
T~e candle'-yawns __ 
\~:, The final spill' of wax ,'-' 
. B6ws -;./ / _ 
And in one whisper ' . 
Called br"th ' 
- I P~J the light to sleep 
__ - And in _another whisper 
"rCalied anxietY... / - .,' 
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"'l r 
ASS 
--- j ae-k ; to ld me of the liar in"-v;i etnam 
r -- and- -i resp~Qnd!!d \vi tIll: an ' 
'Qh yell 
~j ack 'told -me of t -he star,vihg chi IJre~h in -biafra 
? and i ,ansNcred , '-
~gee that's too- bad 
" 
I 
- jac1( -told me of "the ~poli_tical turmoil in- the usa , 
- an dis aid '-- , / 
is' th at _ r-i g h t -) _ .v 
/ 
~ 
: . j aCJc told -me of th~ plight of the b +ac'k.~ -'people \-.c~ 
and i commented wi th- a 
llfuph 
/ 
then jack's face turnea red 
\ ~ 
and he kickea---- me - iIi the -ass 







__ Thomas C;issidy 
-, '-. 














ohe,ReslLrreciion of lV. D. Od4d 
;-'( 
\ & 
'---On these pages is laid forth the curious history of: one w: D~­
Toad, and' the events wnich Ie? to his mysterious demise at the 
latter part of the Endyeai, as chronicled by th~ Mush Mole in 
his diary which was discovered some years later at a public 
auction in Dwinesworth, and is rel~ted-here as we, apologize " 
to the gentler of our r~ade'rS' for~ its grotesqueness ;and mor-
bidity, as we " humbly en~eavor t~ share the secrets -o( the 
fellowship of-the creatures of Worm Hollow. 
\ 
'" 







It ~as on t!:tis night, when we cele-brated has always been a quiet sort. But on this 
the first [day of the/nell) I month, the last one particular eve",irtg , of... merry, /Ie sremed to ( .c./ 
'of the E,!dyear, that I noticed a curious quiver in his. own quiet sp"irit of gloom. 
change . in Toad' s behavior. ·W e" had all gath- So] left tlte others and crossed over to him 
ered as usual in the Chess Hall of Prof HareJ direc;tly; "Mr. Toad, you don't s.eem quit/'at~ 
aftd were s#ttingl around the ~ great stone . {eisure this, evening. Have you any particular' 
(ireplq,ce, talking of the Hollow -things -and grievance?" v-
sometimes of the affairs -of the Outside, a - "Thank you, Mush Mole, but burdens 
ga~~ of chess here, one ofrum';"y there. Toad - b~rne in silence will no weight to the shoul-
sat in the farthest corner, where the light der-s ,of others:" 
, could not get; -he just sat with 'his great bony' "But if I may presume 'to be yow: friend . .. " 
head cast in the darkness at the floor. Ok, "May you?" " ' <:--. 
not that Mr . .(J'oad is usuall-y a li!?ely sort, and ) "My dear 'Mr. Toad, we have lived in the 
not that he did never engage.. in this. curious HollfJw for twenty years now, I at one end of 
sort of brooding. A mysterious fellow ever Manley Rowand you at -the 'other, near-the 
\ since_Pve known him-th£ most mysterious ' rive;' TJwugh there be a di~tdnce,there, ~he1!e 
'in .the H(;llow, though not as far removed ~~need be none-in our thoughts." 




length of the Row, M-ush Mole." 
"Then let me share them for surely that 
distance comes not without coldness." 
"J?istant and desolate, a cold and a chill-
ness. A fear far greater than an:}' of (he Out-
side. And if you are my friemj, then how 
\ 
could I share this? You must have noticed." 
"Noticed ?" 
"The poison, Mush Mole, (he-Roison that 
lodges in my s'tretchedJJelly, that follows me 
like the slime upon my back. A poisQn that 
creeps throug.h this bony fr:amework, cloud-
ing my vision, -draining me, and yet to it I 
cling. Could I wish it-on you or any here? 
Could I reach out . . . " }.- i -- / 
At that moment I maved to place a hand 
of comfort on his slender arm, "Don't touch 
me!" - ) 
He said it so loud that everyone gave a 
'\: 
start and looked towards this corner. Toad 
-slinked out of his chair and hpbbled; de-
crepitly along ~he dark shadows of th~ wqll 
to the door. ' 
After' a moment's silence, Grunt Hog said, 
"Good riddance. Never liked tha~ queer sli~_ 
-creatjtre anyway." 
Our hostthe\Hare spoke out, "Like him or 
not he's quite a fine fellow, you know. A 
scholar if he wanted to be." 
"And he once was tq join the Brothe~s of 
the Heath," joined in the Pack Rat. ~ 
"I've always known him to be an exemplary 
poet, queer and cold as , his ways may be," 
said Gamma Goose. / I 
"Well, I'm sure none of us here doubt 
Toad's capabilities, even Grunt If.og~,: .../ 
-"Then why does he keep himself locked· up 
-in -that slimy twle of his all the time? Capa-
bilit~es, humph - a very capable coward!"/' 
"Please, Mr. Hog," our host returned, "let 
- Mush Mole speak. Yes, 'my friend, tell what 
\v;-.u know of his u~fortunate exit." 
'7 don't know," I ,{eplied, still in a bit of 
shock, i'he spoke of riddled things, dark and 
morbid, a substance mpst elusive that spoils 
his body Qr his brain, which I am 'not sure, 
thqugh not likely one and l not the other. It 
seemed a most influencing thing, a gloom so. 
strong it touched my !!!jnd even.a\ he spoke." 
"Ih h' " ave seen zm. .' ,(_ 
"Seen him what; Mr. Rat?" ~ 
"/ spied him Jate at night,\{fs I foraged in 
the field. He crept near the ridge under the 
, cJarkness of-tke trees, back and forth for a 
quarter of an hour. I stayed, you see.,.since I 
dared not move, lest it be s~mething-from the 
other side and not, after all, our Toad." 
{'And is that so stran15e'?" I suggested. 
"For a Toad to be that far fro'7njts natural 
elenient, and late dt night when the Whoop-
ing Hawk roams the black sky, indeed it is /' 
m~,st curi~us," /ud~ed o~~ ho~t. ',;-___ 
And hzs trade zs wamng, offered Oscar 
Squirrel, "he eats less, here~ds less. And he 
doesn't come-for his things-anymore, but-has 
me send my bo~:" _ c.. 
"He hasn't posted -any poem~ lately, has 
. he?" asked GammCi: Goose, "is he involved 
in some other project, do you suppose?" _ 
"He fought with the Mayor and the other 
burrow pgople. last fall . Prof Hare, were his, / 
discourse; of late -with you altered?" 
" 
"Impeccable as always; his letters hal.(e .a 
certain clarity and power, the meekness of 
his - physical- presence - notwithstanding." [ 
"Or standing here. Run, you loathsome , 
r~ptile." Grunt Hog had shuffled over t~the 
windows, "Your friend Toad was slinking ~ 
at the window he!e, til I caught hinj with his ' 
bulging peeping ygly eyes just above the sill. 





"1 have ~een it before.'; Old, Tim Turtle 
had-been sitting iii the back at the chess table, 
surveying all from behind; his brittle shell 
_ and b-especkled lenses; "'! have "seen it before 
among these river folk. Maybe it c~~es 'with 
the dampness -' the mossy banks are enough 
for me now - first the - moody restlessness, 
then the 'coldn~ss of the -bonJs, and some-
where 'the disintegrating Qf old friendships. 
y;';: my fellowS; 1 have witnessed this all 
before - the time is drawing near for the 
de.ath of our friend ,Toad." 
P'ive ' days had past since the celebration. 
No one had see-n..or heard from To--ad. Little 
/I "-. -
~ '- ;/ ' ~- -
27 ~­
PacR Rat was 'afraid to go 0111 into th'e fields 
at night. Gamma Goose had foolishly had her ~ 
shutters bolted all the time. Prof. -Hare re-
mained walled up in his study as always, , 
but his correspond~nce with Mr. Toad had \ 
~ slacked off to nothing. ()nly~ 1 and old Tim 
iqent aboitt- 9ur business -as usual: 'I'm keep-
ing:.-up with my correspondence, readings, 
:"'an4 gossip". occasionally gbing down to the 
bank to fi~b for a. while with the old Turtle. 
1~ nodded ~J passed Toad's hous.f!, just in 
~ \ 
case he was watching. But -all ill all the 
Hollow -seemed enveloped in a (ireafy longing ~ _~ ':,/:' 
for the end of the suspenye. ~ '_ 
I was notifiJ!d that that night there would 
be an emergenC)'/~eetjng. We aU met at _ 
Hare's, apparently all wondering rvho called 
the meeting. ~ 
"I did," Grunt Hog' swaggered in, "And I 
think you know why I have called ';'o~here. 
One of our membf!rs is becoming quite de-
ranged. He said it himself, "poisoned:" And , \ ~ 
we all know of the eerie happenings of late)-
the crickets no longer sing at night, fishing 
is worse off, and who has not heard the odd 
creeping, slushing sound,/>utgide his door 
afnight:-- - _ / ~ 
"But come-now, Mr. Hog. Surely you can't 
provg any of YflJlT claims against . .. I assume 
... Mr. Toad?" , 
"Perhaps not, Professor, but it al(, seems ~ ." 
very obvioas to _me. I caught him slinking at 
this very window las{'week." 
"Or.....so you say." ,J 
) 
~rBe quiet, Rat, tell . me why you -haven't 
hunted thi$ past week - not getting too fat; 
are you?" / 
,"It's just 'the time_ of year," 
'Gamma Goose. 
, --;'1t's time for Toad to'-go."-




"Oh, _but I am, Hare. Tell me this-is it -
reasonable for him to mis; two of his com-
munity lectures? i~ if reasonable for him to 
cease his work in the town ~paper? or to stop 
writing? or not to take his turn watching thf1 
Square-? Is it ~reasonable to hide: to have 
goods set at his doorstep, to let his woolt syp-
ply run low? Would. a reasonable creature 
-" refuse the help of a healer and still claim to 
be sick?" / '(-
"Sick he is," affirmed Tim. 
"Ah, yes, very sick, 'poiso~' he said. Gamma 
Goose, have your children played by the river 
this past week? Poison spreads, you know." -
Gamma drew back, as did several of the 
other ladies. T hey all~ looked_' at "'Tim, "Do 
what you will. Nothing can stop th( sickness, 
as I see it. As to its nature, I cannot say. But 
we say 'Children ,are safest when kept in 
their shell.'" / . 
This i~ madness, I though! "This is mad-
ness. He is ,our neighbor. Are we just going 
to cast him off? Shouldn't we try and help 
him. 1;n/t that the purpose ofihe fellowship." 
"Will you -go to him, Mole? Will y ou enter 
. a hoiJ,el consumed ~with the reek of his foul - \-
body? I sugg~st we would have to keep our 
children from both ends of Manl!!y Row 
then." 
I shrunk back. We all looked at eaah other 
and/ then at Prof. Hare. 
"I think, Mr. Mole, that we havp a duty to 
the commun(ty as well: He hasn't performed 
~his functions lately. And if what Mr. Turtle 
says is true, ' then there is no real hope." 
, "But there can be c~mfort .. . " 
"Is it wdfth ihe risk? You yourself seem 
unwilling to take it. No" AJr. Mole, unless 
someone can find a more spitable alternative, 
I'm afraid we may have to consider asking 




of the Hollow, bu't~t least farther away from 
town." ) 
"But even so .. -." warned the Grunt Hog. 
"What would you have do'-ne?'~ 
( "There is one way, or so it seems to me. One 
way that he could purify his mind and body--' ~~ 
One way to 'know if he was saf; and strong 
" enough to remain among us. Only one' way 
th'at we can be sure:" His 'bloody eyes passed 
over each\ one of us, resti,!:g a ~oment upon 
each one, until the minds of all our company 
were cast upon his qark thought._ The;.e was 
a shudder that ran through all opus at once. 
"Yes," he said, slowly, "and' you; Prof. Hare, 
must t ell him - befo're a fortnight is ended 
the Toad must walk the Outer Riln." 
- ( 
-------
, For the next eight days the folks of the Hol-
l~w kept a cautious eye on Toad's house. His 
shad~s were drawn and no smoke rose from 
his chimney. Group~ of little ones peered 
through his fence until some grown-ups 
shooed them away. The 'usual air of cheer 
has been replaced by one of anxiety. E-yen,j 
have stayed away, but I cannot help from -
peering unaer my brim to catch a glance of 
tl)6se sickly yellow eyes. I am restless-I 
cannot fish quietly i or writlj or (sustain any 
donversation. I lay awake at night, not for 
fear of Toad, for surely · I cannot really be 
afraid of him. But my thoughts are of the 
Outer Rim. I hear the wind as it cuts across 
the narrow stone path of the Rim. I hear the 
roar and hiss of the falls below it. All fhis 
and more, even (:IS the place is five miles above "-
the Hollow. J 
The Rim is ominous, even under the sun. 
For it is situated such that light never falls 
upon its face or the ledge above. The, giant 
. Olding ,tree,s ' shield its oneside and the cliffs _ 





but one path across the rim and the elements I have just visited Toad. I went tonight. I 
ar-e sq placed that the ri"t is lit by a single almost feel ashamed ·that l' went as I did, 
band; of light. ItfiLlls upon the path so that 'hobbling very fast and clumsily along his 
the half nearest -the edge is hidden and is picket fence and quick up the lvalk to his 
traced only 8y the most flelicate steps. And dODr. He came, creaking witK the door and\ 
you can imagine the nature of the feet Of my looked up as- if he expected me.-Helet me in 
- friend, Mr. Toag. ~. r u/Uhout a word. I followed him and his dim ,../ 
The Rim js godly made, nea,t ancL.keen, cut .la;ntern to 'his damp de-no I sat down and he 
by the wind into a wavy pattern caught up s~t the light next to me,- then sat ~c~oss just 
on the sides by a 6lackness no ,lignt . can ./ . inside the small circle of light . . 
pierce. But the edge of the band of White Toad had change~ deteriorated . .fhe skin 
Light of Moon is razor keen: It is in. this light about his great bony head was pulled back . 
that Toad must walk, straight on the b~nd, as if shrunken. His eyes\........were larger. The ' 
- \ -
not an inch to, the right or left, where at-death bones of the inside of his ar[!ls stuck out of 
. waits at the bottom of the canyons. The Rim what used to be balloons of soft white flesH. 
sJ,retches for a mile, bisected by the falls. The "'- lJut most hideously the e[tds of h{s fingers 
air about the Rim is of .---the same godly nature, and toes were scarred and bloody. The glossy-
cold but not sharp, misty~ut n~ doubt the ness of his eyes reflected1he glint of the lamp. 
purest air: near the Hollo)w (perhaps of the "Hare came to you?" 
.) Outer World, but of this I have no knowl- He nodded. 
edge) \! "And he told you? about; the Rim?" 
And it is this Air, it is this Light wherein Again. 
lies the secr:et. In this Air and Light the Toad "My dear frtend Toad. You must not do it." 
must walk and so Q~ purged of the things "His voic\e creaked painfully, "It seems that 
that poison him. For it is written in Hollow I must, Mush lvlole." 
legend that whoever shall brave these things "But this is ins';;ne. It is ~.ll the -Grunt Hog:s /" 
shall be cleansed by White Light and White doing." 
Air, ana he, shall see the world us a cold pain "But the rest - did' they 'lOt agree?" 
in his eyes, and then shall walk out of Dark- rrYes, but ~ .. " / 
ness and know not fear again. "And am I not respo!lsible to the cor';;} 
I k-now not of the reasoning of this proph- pany?" 
ecy! But so it is said and it is ~lder.. than I . ' 'Indeed: and w~ to y,ou;" 
\ whO-am of meager capacities in any cC!-se. Be y-- ::"No longer, Mush Mole. I lean more;and 
it so or nay, he must walk it if he\ is to stay. .more toward the Oute~ Darkness. The dark-
My fears are for him, closeted up in dark ness of the Rim may prove l1Jerciful." 
loneliness and despair. And thus I must go rrI doubt it their intention." ( 
to him. If there be another way, then we must j rrStill theyhave chosen.it." , 
find/ it. Sick or not, Toad and I and you are ' "They are in ' error, friend Toad. Their ' 






fail to excu$e a sick member from his dutie·s~ 
And the rumours'of . . . /well, lifyour slinking 
about at night.'" 
"'t qm most hrJnQ,ured, Mush Mole, but your 
faith extJnds quite beyond your reason." 
"But I could not doubt .. ~." . 
ffNot even for an instant? a flas!1:- of sus-
picion? I was caughfat/Hare:S:' 
""But why?" -- -~ ___ 
(f'Why? I sea fch at' night for things I cannot 
face in day. I look into folk's lives through I 
mu§.ty oiled windows, but prefer to stay out- I 
side." 
_ffyou need:no't be." -'- C 
~7 think not. I am a most disturbing crea-
, ture. I ha~e not your grace or Hare's scholar-
ship or Pack~Rat's brilliant spontaneity or 
Gamma Goos.e's innocence or even .. Grunt 
Hog~ asserttv~ness. I have not the physical 
or mechanical abilities of Otter or Squirrel. 
A misfit, Mush Mole, a freak." 
, f'Great Horntoads, have you yourself joined J 
this· dangerous Gonspiracy? We accept you 
/ quite as you are. Cq,n you not do as well for 
yourself? 
"Quite as I am is not quite as I sho"uld be. 
My endeavors ~ hal:Je been frivolous a~d ill- I 
spent, and my time has ended." 
ffFoolish talk, Toad.'" 
"I am a foolish \Toad:>- r 
"Nothing of the sort." ~ 
'f'That too, lam a sort of nothing." 
'fA scholar." 
"No, a cleg_er magician," 
"A poet." 
"A whorish word-merchant." 
"An 'instructor." 
r "N l ;"'-., " _ 0, a so lCztor", .. -
"But a fellow." 
"Perhaps a leech." 




"Thank you, Mush Mole, but (l poisoned 
friend is no friend at ati." - . - ( 
7 ou deny your-sel!?" 
"Even as you breathe.'! -
. ,,' L 
, "But what of your mind?" 
--''''Decayed.'' ), ,-/ 
( J 
"'Your tg,ients." 
f'Decayed, decayed, 'Pilrsue it not, friend. 
The time draws near, the~hours are spe!!:.t." 
f'y ou talk as-if it were your duty to die. Let 
/ - I 
us 'sen¢ for a healer (ind tend, to your poor 
state- before it is too lat~." .. , 
"You ,say it, it is too late. A heal~r' shands '-r 
~ouch ~y rotting carcass. But even-his eyes 
cannot touch my blackened soul:~ I 
"!Jut have you tried? Have you given it a 
chance? Have . you given your fellows a 
chance? Give it to me, damnable Toadr ~ 
"You say it again - the Toad ' is 'damned." 
( Damn this absurd dialogue;" . 
_ "$0 it 'is. Rest .now, Mush Mole, and hear: 
my judgement. For even with';"y ow'; 
clouded vj sion, I have ~nade a·'choice that -- . 
seems righf Jo me. Where l had no ' chance 
or c.hoice, they _have-given it to me. Perhaps 
if} this -m£d.. . c6hfusion, haue p roviaed an / 
answer.to this .. inaction. Mark weU my,mean-
ing, Mole. -On ' the morrow I must conform. 
, I will walk the Outer Rim at the last hour. I 
(will pass through the White L(ght. And if I 
should retu"..--n out of the Darkness~ I will be 
by that Light and Air so baptised. If I should 






------,---r.,,--- <. j TROL. Forgiv_e me, forgive m; fellows. J 
. ' My h;ead (;' garnished in fe~er. {sweat Tonight I go to seek my Judgement~ Tnek ' 
thr~ughout the night and did -no(go o~t the aliv~ br dead-;- -I do_pot 1?er£ei.ve. Either way -
next day. I stayed about my hole, pacing from is a kind of purification. I may be damned r 
room to rdorrcThere must be anot~er ;;'nswer, but ~o ' can ' say 'what lies . before. AS the 
a safer alternatil!e. If Toafl give himself in moon 'p~ass(:js over straight on high, we shall 
any fashion. It ~ madness ·' all. The Toad is fil!d the ,.answer we were perhaps foolish 
damned indeed .if he denies himself But he e'nough to seek. 
intends to fiTid -himselfupon that black ridge. Hopefully, 
, For: my mind it is a dark fJ¢tur; of salvation. , I W. D. Toad \ 
Am I acow'qrd in my ways as Toa.d has \ 
'been in his? And I ca'nnot commit 'the sin of - . I set down- the note and ambled out the 
~ my fellows. I must 'go to hi~agaiTJ",L must, f;ont door. The villagers had gathe;'ed. In~ 
defy -the tell~wship qpenly. If I cannot assert front were Grunt Hog, Rat; Hqre, Gamma 
my dignity or his, we both are of no use. Goose. -
, . Fhurried to his home a..J the ;nd of the Row. "He is gone," 1 said, "Are you satisfied? , 
The TownfolR eyed me disapprovingly -as 'I He is going to, walk the Rim. Do you feel safe ' 
moved along ....the wooden walk" ,I made now? Will you sleep better?" 
straight forhi_s d,oor, a crowdvsathe'ring close "He went of his own accord,' did he not?" 
behind. As I 1mov;ecLto knock on the dOQ.L, it cried Grunt Hog. "" -
\ swung open. A lqint stencih canw drifting "He h,ad noA hoice." 
, out-I thought the worst of his terrible con- "Yes, he- did. We gave him a choic~e." _ 
difion~ had come. j 'Searched. th~J-house for "The Rim? Is, tha{ your "choice"? qould~" t 
him. Everything was neatly laid in order~ :we have given him ,more? Tim; wasn't there 
the home of a cultured ana ge~tle ereature. another"Solu.-tion." 
There wa;s a 12rbpernesi about the furltish- "Another ........ wouldhave been' hard, even as 
ings that was i~deciiively sterile. Strangely it is now. One cannot expect such- a grqve " 
his bedroom was quite bare-the pictures had -thing tf( be eas.ily done. This dark thing takes 
been /taken down. The walls "were dim and , hold of these river people most strongly, and 
stained. His large oak~n bed loonl.ed above -they to it. 'Toad "will not easily let go. Even 
everything else; o~ it his white sheets had though his parts-'are poisoned, tho§e pahs 
been turned down. And there a note lc::x. - are, his own." (~ 
l - , J/ "13u(can he choo.se Death?" .-' 
Dear ~o.shMole, '7.ndeed, as a river creature, he ~a§ thus 
, The time' has not nearly arrived and yet find Life. It goes not well with me. I halJe s_een 
you have come fOl~1 me. But as )tOU know I it too much ,before. I am zyeary and would 
am quite- in absence. Our frien4ship ' was have nought with a decision." '-', --
short- I've / allowed few 1ike~ it. I feared ' it "And the re~t~~f you? are you prepared to ~ 
would become Poisoned. The~e. is no room le{ Toad seek a cure w.ith the stakes so high? 
for the likes of myself who only confuse and He-had problems to work out, must we~aad to ' 








"Indeed, and-if he wins . .. " 
"If he loses . . . " 
_ ( "Maybe our lights will help light his way:" 
Eack Rat spoke quietly, "he'll only lose 
his life,. tris not our chi)ice but his to make." 
We stood in the drifting twilight, in one 
misty even thought . .{1nd there pass,ed among 
our eyes a spark of light amid a sorpber, 
guitty veil of darkness there. It was_as ifsome 
gentle voice had breathed in all our clouded 
hearts-:-. , _ ./ , 
Finally,-Grunt Hog spoke up, "We'jare One 
again. To tlie, woods must we go; carrying 
torche$ all, ana cast our feeble light upon the 
black face of the Rim. For even now the Toad 
mounts the rocks." 
And th'ey passed away, each to his own 
'\ ~ ~ 
house, for our selfish purposes had been 
fused together, and th~ gloom of each-of our 
souls had been touched by something mos~ 
obscuT"e. -, 
, There was a great party thcit marched 
down the Row, a procession of lights, torches, 
and lanterns. They moved in careful stillness -
- muffled footsteps, the wind in the trees, 
and the crackling of-the fires . They turned 
at ihe end of the Rowand continued up the 
path along the river. It takes . several hours 
, to climb the cliffs that1leaq to thg Rim. Few 
have made the journey. ' The closer we got, ' 
the faster the walen rJished by. Finally we 
reached the bottom of the falls. The, same 
thought flowed among us as we climbed' the 
hill to the top of the fall;;. As we reached the 
'summit and had gathered together under 
the black face of the cliffs, Grunt Hog finally 
found the cour,age to say outloud what we'all 
had said secretly in: our hearts, "We ar~ too 
,late. We have condemned him and now ~e 
must wait." 
"No, little Pack Rat, for -see now how even 
-gathered together our ,combined light will 
-not even cast a flick~r against that black wall 
that looms invisibly across _ these liJciters.~ 
"Maybe he will see us and-come down." 
"Why ~hould he? He would reason we have 
- just come to watch." I / . 
-~ "He means to do it," I said, "so unnatutal 
is his fe!ler. He seeks releq,se frOT{l his afflic- -
tion, he can no longer bear the coldness and 
death in his heart. -To bathe in the White 
Light, to come agdin among us, cleansed and 
redeemed - such is the mind o(our, friend the 
To,ad." 
~e all looked upward. In the darkness tfw,t 
spread across sky a -n,d rock was a thin strip 
of-fine light. It started about a half mile down 
from us (md then another half beyond -the 
falls. We watched in quiet desperation. - ~ . -
Finally they spied him. My eyes are weak, 
but I perceived a tiny speck moving like a 
black dot across a white ,line. We, stood as . 
-frozen men, each feeling the agony of ToarJ, 
every step. He finally reached d point just 
above and stopped. He might have thought it 
part of his vision, this circle of warTrJr yellow. 
Or maybe he knew why we were there to-
. gether. I thought of his creaking bones, the 
slimy undersides of his huge wehbgd feet 
inching cautiously ,with imperceptibly subtle 
groping; of his thin toes to trace ' the razor 
edge':of Light and iStone. I felt the §I:z,arpness r 
of the crystal air as it flowed around his 
bloated body. I felt the ,twitching arid quiver" . 
ing- of 'his .. long e,;;ac!ated fingers- as they 
probed t!te holds and crc;nies of the rock ,wall. 
1 felt the strong beating of his weak littl~ ­
heart. I felt my own heart pounding for in -
that momentwe were One. And in that in: 







( / - -', 
J _ 
to bring him tn." With 'that he dove into the 
blacJk waters. We ran to towo/i~ considerable " 
excitement:"'" could it" be that ' we thought' 
Toad might be rrlive? perhaps' we expect~d 
some obscure salvglion of our owh in recover-
ing his _body? 
The 'whole of th~ r.iver along the edge \of? 
Town wfis a string' of fire. 'The 'runners 10[:' 
.- lowed Otto ,as he struRllled with the_ weiRht 
of Toad", swimming~ fn a~ diagonal ' towards 
~ t 
the bank. J}he To!:Vnfolk had gathered at tlJe 
end of Manley Row in front of Toad's house. 
Otter finally (mad~ -his way to shore; he sto04 
dripping in the" shallow water in front .-nf 
th~ CFOwd. The mangled body of Toad was 
at his side, bobbing gently in 'the qJiet ebb I \ 
J OJ the water.· The torches crackled, the crick-
') '- disappeared. Then growing louder and more ets remained silent . . The whole town /stood 
disti'!~t a hJdeQus cry such as never been the'~ feeling c~nfuse'd and helpless, waiting , 
heard bef~re r:f since, at least, iT] the Holl9w. v for a direction. _ ' 
, It piercedr the Air. ~The cry and roar-'of the ,::y ou'- know, what must be done, ' Mush 
falls blerided into one huge wave of noise '-M~le?" said old · Tim, as he looked at Toad, 
that c?nsu\med !:,S 'alLAnd we feld 10 our stain~ng the w(:lte~ , r~d, "a tash most un! 
knees -:- a,!:d hid our'--faces. Then the spunds pleasant re~ains with us." ' 
drifte.d oft into just the rough whisper; of the I nodded and went into his house. As I did 
falling ,waters. The time had passed ~..the) Grunt Hog and Hare moved up to help Otter. 
Toad was dead. f ~ent to hi;~bedroorn and stood in th e d(lOl~ 
\ . 
way for a moment. Tl;.en bcare/lf .ly /)Zde.d . . 
We followed in slot'u, silent' procession up the white linlf;'1 sheets frolTt ihe- bed. I r 
down the slope: There was no tdlk among us went outside, closing allJhe doors(as I went, 
but J!1hen we reac'hed the lower level, we im- and-the crowd-moved a~ide .as I came down 
medfqtely bra~ched out in a long file by the the uj,al~. T-oa.d3-_ l6rp(bottom\" boat had be~n '--
edge of the river and he)f! our torches high. brought !lP. ~laid the she,ets in the' ~/:Jallow ___ ( 
The current was fast here so we ran ahead; bottom and ihen thflJour of us-I, Grunt Hog, 
. . I I " ' "\ About ·a . mlle out of Town a shout went out. Hare,-and Pack Rat -lifted his body into the_ 
It was Pack Rat~who haa seen it first, bob- craft-:- The large ridge on his head had be,!,! 
bin~ in the water~ a long thin shape witft t~e cr.1Jshed. 'His arms and legs- were limp and-
light of our torches glistening off its shiny ' disjointeeL' therf were deep cuts along his 
hide. / back .and sides. His l!yelids hadfolded down 
/9· J. Otter yelled out, "I'll get hi17J, Run r so that he looked ql1ite serene in spite of his 
a..head"t~ Town, the current here is too strC!,ng phys~cal disarray; We folded ~the sheets over 






r' /_ 34 , '.<1 / . 
~ 1 ,'--' . 
him, winding them twice. The branches of 
\ 
we shoved the boat out into the stream: Only 
dry briar:w~9d wer~ sf\ta'!out his ~y.1;'im 
Turtle stood in the. water at ,the head of the 
boat. Then D-ne by one, by voicele~s-direction, 
they filed up. We had moved-the bOat out into. . 
the shallow of the water, two of lis on 'each 
,side. Then' one /by one they. dropp~d their \ 
a few lanterns" remained on the bank, thik 
,-cricket~ fifwlly began to si!J.g, a dirge ;(sorts 
J thought. We four. stood in tire water, hefld-
less of the pain '~f C;ur burnt hands. Toad's 
boat turned round the bend and disappeared 
behind the trees until we -all stood alon! in 
I - - ~ 
-r . torches into the boat. The fire waved near our 
hands and licked our fingers for.. we were to 
be purified also. With ~he- last totch o[ Tim 
the ~ c{a~kness, bathed 'in a paler -,shade of 
mo()n. Such did the Toad go o_ut from our- - n 
midst, in/ire and light, while the coldness 




/' c... J '~ EPILOGUE - " '-- J 
-- ...- -" '-- ~;'1 
It took some months forth~ HoUow to return to normal. ~rof. 
Hare went into absolute seclusion and retired as head of the 
fellowship. Grunt Hog became special minister to the well-
, b~ing of ' the" Townfolk. AndM~sh _~ole Plysteriously dis- . 
t\ppeared from the Hollow;' no trace was ever made 91..iiim ex-
. cept for my .discovery or-his ) diary~ And he _made no further 
entries into it- it- ended with the_ death of Toad apparently. " 
_ He left , his housl to Pack") Rat. JToad's house was never again 
. occupied but it was kept clean knd its lawn and h~ages-reiu- -
r - . 
larly trimmed. _ ,,' l.../ -
. Abo_ut a year after that fateful night a young ,~tranger c~me ) 
up the river, poling a aha-llow bottom boat. ae said he was , 
Toad's nephew-the<7 resemblance was :remarkable' ~hey say: / 
. . - \ . 
- ,He was told that his uncle had _passed away. There was some 
' spe~ulation about Toad!s--belongings,but the y~ungs~r said ' 
he was ' traveling light and had justJ,stoPPed in for a visit. "He 
said thaLhe had ~nown Toa<:Y as a child. He saiQ he w~ Of! to 
seek a new life, up the river and on to tIle Outside. A gr-eat ? , 
p~rty , was ~ive~)he.nig~t he ,left for't!le Townfolk had t~ken '. 
hIm to theIr hearts -m his short st~y. The moon was full that 
f night .. He was-told-to be cautious ofthe falls. But 'Of the-Him 
they said nothing. Nor was that name ever spoken ,again by __ r:,--
the folks of Worm Hollo~. · L- J ~"t " ' '-

















_ Like ttfe:-,Wind -




Sometimes J pray 
for you '\ 
because there must be someone 
to pray for 'angels. 
'- But more oft~n ' , 
I ju§1 $mile at yay " 
because you are so much --
like the wind. 
The wind is free. ' y 
Fr~e to open its ey~s, ~ 
to bathe in the lain 
" . ~ , 
~ to be rubb~d !by thesun . 
The wind is a smile 
that coines, goes .. ' 
but always changes what 
it leaves behind. I 
Thex.vfnd is 'a song 
that constant music 
that fills your head. 
The wind is magnificently 
gentle 
. sometimes 
- so-metimes not. 
c But always there) ~ 
The' wind is/ree . . _ 
. So~night -' 
athoughl- .. ' 
a small thought "-
tfiat-only says 
you are to me 
al/ that I am to yqu. /-
And I say a prayer - -
that we be free -
like the wind ... 
like the wind .. '. 






We Walked in Silent "Unison -
"\ 
W~ walked in silent unison 
along the 'roughness 'of ilie beach. J '\ 
Gulls-circled oUf shadow '--- } 
'f 
as the SUR· began to slide 
into the calm blue qistance. 
, I- moved ahead 
. ~besause I kh ew the, storm was riSing"" ,"', 
- Go'!!' clouds. hac! already staineQ the sand 
and sudsJenly -
the wind shovedjus ,-
until we ran and stumbled 
in to the rai~._ ~\ « , 
Wet blindness walled between us 
and) ou COUldn't hear ine ' , 
in the darkness. ', / ' 
'" The storm answered 
and that was my tragedy-
I crashed on th!Jjagged rocks 
while you drifted out to calmer seas :-
-./"\ . 
( 









t ime-' if there lvas )only 
tinle 
. 'I -_/ 
to do 
·manymanY-l'lanyy. things that need to be . don.e -
.../ -, co~inr. and going ',,, ( 
missing the'';'-all imp:ortant in betv ecn 




tva lkin~ '--an oeea-n '-"of sand -) 





I I tJ_o they go 
lv-he.re do the-y go do thcy/ gu I to time 
, _covering them with ~ust 
ther~ never waS _3 child ~ 
. only 
footprints 
h'alking through >tioe - '\ 
un-iversal clock ~ keeps I't~cki~lg out DOhi ~o o~steps,....-'-' 










-coveri}l"g ; them slO\~ly \vitl~ Just 
do you !eme.mbe~ see lug ther!} 
s ome\vh~ re y' 
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Bo·ok Revie-w ' 
\ 
THE HARRAD EXPERIMENT 
) \ 
"Man's an emotional infant. When it 
comes to Io.¥e, we are 'all strangers." , \, 
- The Harfad Experiment 
Probably a goda proportion of the,people 
who read The Harrad Experiment read it 
for the wrong reasons; because, it has a 
cover which is . obviously designed to s911 _' 
books, or because the e~tic scenes are 
described in quotable detail. Bu-t maybe 
those are the people who sh<?uld read it, 
because Harrad's one aim is to remove sex 
_ from the realm of the smutty and furtive, 
and to deal with the, revolution in sexual 
mores honestlyand /open-mindedly. 
Harradis a mythical college in the ,East, 
run by a husband and wife p~ychology 
team, the Tenhau~ens, who are out to dis-
cover whether an atmosphere of sexual 
freedom will reduce their charges to life 
on the kmimallevel, or (as are their expecta-
) t ions) make them more truly human. At 
' Harrad, everything -:-from meals to gym 
classes to roommates - is coed. Methods 
of contraception are freely a~ailab-Ie. 'The' 
students are expected to maintain above 
average_grades in courses at a nearby uni-
versity aDd to keep up with an extra curricu-
lar reading list atl::larrad. 
The experiment depen,9s on breC\ktng ._ 
down the tabus traditionally associated 
-----with sex. For example, the Tenhausens' 





RQBERT H. RIMMER 
embarassmEmt at nudity to which the stu-
dents hav~ been 'Conditio·ned.I'!) all phys 
ed classes/ nudity is mandatory: There is I. 
frank discussionpf lo~e, Gontraception ~nd 
sex. , . / ' 
The Tenhausens' theory is that sexual ) 
perversions are the resu lt of unhealthy and 
unnecessary repressions. Homosexuality, 
prostitution and rape would be aLI but non-
existent in a society in which these repres-
sions are absent. When \ Harrad students 
encounter sexual abnormalit ies outside 
their cG llege, they can do so with a greater 
degree of underStanding due to their Har-
rad background. ~ 
The book is written in the format of ex-
cerpts from the di~ries of four Harrad \..... 
students and concentrates on -their per-
sona lit ies and relat ionships with each 
other. Even after the initial barriers between " 
two ipeople/ are broken down and ,a major \ 
step forward in the process of learning. to 
love /is made, these four st!,Jdents face the 
pr-oblem pf _overcomiflg jealousy and pos-
sessiveness in their new-found -relation-
ships. They learn to share each_other with 
each otber, not in the smirking, suburban, 
husband-and-wife-swapping sense, but 
in a generoJs, creative, loving circum-
stance that he'lps them to 'grow--as individ- ~ 
uals. Their sexual life, because it is happy, -; 




restrictive or irritating and' releases their 
time and energy for lother activities. ! ~\---
The students' progress, after some two 
years at Harr'ad, becomes remarkably ap-
parent wh~ they compare themsel_ves to 
the students at · a nearby university where 
the men are either plotting how-to "make" 
the gIrls they're going with, or drinking and 
masturbating to take their minds off ~the 
problem altogether, and tQe women are 
worrying about whom- they're going to the 
next football weekend with, how impressive 
a date he'll be, and how they'll .keep his 
mind off sex. The Harr ad students find the -
anxiety-ridden situatipn half-pathetic and 
___ half-ridiculous. 
- The book isn't always weir written, and 
isn't even always realistic, but the presenta-
tionof the theories on love, sex and society 
~ ~ -
is very good~-and the erotic scenes are ten-
der and delicately handled. 
/ 
H,.'f-I,,-;(e@ to 
collf!'/~ Nt",!i'"t.~ "",1 
'- 1"l-"Ity:, , 
tll~ '~I!Irsl"'I'f!'- tl.,.( 
"'-'1'-."1"'1""- I"'''plf! \ 
',-p" ". f · • 
At last count, we had more than 3,800 news-
paper editors on our list of subscribers to The 
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all 
over the world. 
There is a good rea~on why these "pros" read _ 
the Monitor: tQe Monitor is the world's only 
daily intenlation,al 'newspaper. Unlike local 
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on 
world news - the important news. 
..The Monitor selects the news it considers 
c most significant . arid reports it, interprets it, 
analyzes it - in depth. It takes you further into 
the news than any IQcal 'paper can. 
. / 
-------
If --you have the cQurage to exami,ne a 
philosophy tWa( may~e the -rev.ersal of the . r-
one you 've held, if you have the maturity 
to read the book and underline the. right 
parts to show to your friends, if you think 
I f this is the kind of paper you would like to 
be reading, we will send it to you right away at 
half the regular price of $26.00 a year. 
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaper- / 
men themselves read the Monitor - and why 
they invariably name it as one of the five best 
that openness and honesty can replace fear-
and suspicioh, men h\ave a look at The Har-
rad Experiment. It may be just what Marian v-
needs. 
"-
\ Kathie Toth 
papers in the world. 
\. $}5'Fk·::<A""':YYi'iAi?/t5::,;:Ff."·;F2( /(;/j:/.~.,.>'}ii:i@ii'~i" : 
1---------------------.------------
1 The Chl'istian Science Monitor ---. J 
: 1 Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts
J 
02116 
1 PJease enter a Monitor sUbscription for the name below, 
'- : ram _enclosing , _" __ ,, __ . ,,---- - (U_ s, fuy ds) for the period 
: checked, 0 1 year'_ ~3 . 0 II mos_ $9.75 0 6 m08.$6,50 
, Name __ . ____ _____ -. __ ____ ." . ________ ___ . ______ . __ ___ . ___ C. __ __ _ ____ __ . __ ... ______________ _ 
'I : Street ____ ., ____ ,, __ __ . ___ ______ . ____ _ ~. __ . . Apt./Rm. # ._/. _____ _ 
I 
I City __ -- .-- -- ---- -- ---, -- __ . ___ ______ State. __ _ " . __ ,, __ . __ Zip __ __ ___ __ . __ _ 
I 0 College student.. . __ .. Year of g raduation __ . ,,_. __ __ __ 
















c~rrie(--and < enterthe bless.ed' magic sanctuary 
",-"here de liFious ~acrafi~e<, can~ be o£fere\(t' 
_~'1i thout, spe'nding any - Jy~ood v I 
../ on an a IJ.a r ort ce C! 5 {mp lc::, tab lc",! J 
now glQrified \ 1;0 absolute coherence . 
': come and -kneel '-i ncar m~ '- A, '- / '\ 
,,,,hile /.' the'''- knighting sC'Tvice beg,i ns 
fo:t , yet ~notheI wqek. I '--- ~ , -
/ ( , 
, _ ~or~s =/C!n~ ladies of , the tOUj"lt a~J?~ml~ 1~ 
\ In the p-rope1\~ places- , . "---, _ '\ ' - \ 
~ -"curtsy- 't-o an electric o f gan air , 
, to watch the, j .oust ~ of right and ~\Vrong • 
. though incense ~hs vaporized 
comfort'- ~ fOUil'c1r iil (Hlplicated; ri'tual. / 
/-
,," ( 
~ '( -t, 




'\ , -tbe 'high - priest, -(approachc~ the f t!dgc' s""' Q~n-c}l_ -'- ~ 
/Qvith. lreav y b~oo:ts of 6ne 'long t--i(r ed ~ - /r- ~, 
of brimstone and salte,d 'pilla-rs.~ '! -
or1 , he p-reaches' the hapless word' 0 r ,' 
' th:rt burIes the sl"ord. ---
as long a~ Jve c'futch this ,aborted ./ 
s 0 r tea ' b r i eve -ry 6 f -t ~ U t h '" ~ '> '-_ 
the game, contbllies~ "< 
",-'\~ '-
the banqqe~_;begins "I' _ / 
a'nd I r-eceive the magfcu-l circ ~e -,-' 
~fro~ this h~oded - ~an 
~ith ~hie14ed eye~ ~ 
i\~h'o- muJnbles a monotone of mystic bread 
lo{)kiJrg~ a-t thtf man next in the ,ve-Ifarre, 
,'-' r;' ... - ~ / _ I 
-\ L. " --. .-<-1,:" 
-\ 
pa-gean try endetl. - the court i~ , dismissed 
we 11 '~wrap-pe d packa-ge s: ,of i -J1s t iun t gra<.:e 
:'frfd now we c-'-an live once more ~/ 
Qurl,ivCs. ---0':0-
~ 
( 
I 
line. ' 
r 
, 1 
. \ 
Suzanne Harding 
Suzanne Harding 
/' 
